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	Text1: 1
	Text2: Spring 2
	Text3: Linking to our topic, 'Once Upon a Time', we will study fairytales, characters and settings. We will launch with Cinderella and focus on magical transitions in stories, using the Talk For Write approach. The students will orally compose sentences, then write sentences, and then proof read and edit their work. We will then move on to The Three Billy Goats Gruff, where we will further develop our punctuating and editing skills. We will also be looking in more detail at settings using our five senses. Our English lessons will lend themselves well to other subjects, and cross curricular links will be made regularly. 
	Text4: The students will build on their understanding of addition and subtraction in order to apply these skills in basic multiplication and division problems. We will start this as repeated addition (multiplication) and repeated subtraction (division). We will also look at the concept of fractions, working on find half and quarter of shapes and numbers. From this we will be able to build on the language of position and movement. The students will be taught to understand whole, half, quarter and three quarter turns. Additionally, we will be consolidating all concepts taught over the first term and a half. 
	Text6: Humanities:We will be comparing fairy stories from all over the world and plotting them on a world map as well as using our map reading skills to go on a fairy hunt. We will also explore castles and try out the different jobs that people used to do in them.Art: Students will be immersing themselves in textures and patterns. They will work on weaving, designing and sewing to link with our 'Once Upon a Time' topic. Computing: The students will work on making and retrieving illustrations for e-books linked to our topic. We will also start using technology to record our own learning in other subjects by manipulating images, recording videos and adding audio.
	Text5: This half term we will continue to work on our skills of investigating and recording. We will address the concept of a fair test and link our learning to our 'Once Upon a Time' theme. The learning will encompass STEAM activities, as well as making accurate observations and recording reflections on their experiments and investigations.


